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David González Martínez 
Tech entrepreneur and executive, data scientist and big 
data analytics consultant 
 
“I feel proud about the teamwork I always try to extend 
within the organizations I work for. Individual talent well 
organized and led can resolve any challenge and accomplish 
great things” 

 

 
 

 

Personal Introduction 
I am the CDO and Group Head of Big Data Analytics and AI for Vodafone Business. In this role, I 
am responsible for setting and implementing the data strategy to turn our organization in customer obsessed 
and data driven. This entails the creation of new digital products underpinned by Vodafone’ high value data, 
form and lead a team, and drive BD & AI projects both internal and external data initiatives, that generate 
strong business outcomes for Vodafone organization and our enterprise customers. I am Madrid based but 
frequently working from our London Paddington office. 
 
Previously I was the COO & CTO and Co-Founder at Touchvie (Dive.tv), a digital company that has 
created a cutting-edge technology AI based that allows users to discover every element (actors, clothes, places, 
art, cars, curiosities, home decor, electronic devices...) on the screen while watching movies and tv series. 
 
Previously, I worked as Analytics Senior Manager and Big Data Scientist in Accenture’s Digital 
Division. In this role, I helped clients achieve their business goals applying sophisticated algorithms to large 
amounts of structured and unstructured information.  
 
I graduated in Telecommunications Engineering by University of Oviedo, doing the final year at University of 
Pisa, Italy. I have a Master in “Applied Statistics Advanced Methods” by UNED and a Master in “Information 
and Communication Technologies” at Universidad Europea de Madrid. 
 
I have a cross industry and analytical data driven experience in different fields such as financial, telco, 
retail and advertising having a great experience in team leadership, pre-sales and project management.  
 
I worked on predictive model creation applied in customer strategy and marketing analytics, ROI and its 
business application and measurement. In the last years, I have gained deep experience in the Big Data Science 
field, developing skills for the parallel and intelligent processing and analysis of massive and different format 
amounts of data. Also, developing real time recommendation engines for large companies. 
 
I worked in projects at BBVA, Telefonica, Vodafone, Havas Media, Schneider Electric, Digilant, BestBuy, 
National Bank of Canada, IAG, Prudential and Bank of America among others. I’ve been speaker at leading 
universities and business schools like Stevens, IE Business School and Menendez Pelayo International 
University. I have also participated in events like OMExpo or SAP Business Analytics Forum. Last, I’ve been 
lucky to live in different countries like USA (New York) and Canada (Montreal) besides Spain (Madrid). 
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Work Experience 
 

Vodafone 
CDO – Group Head of Big Data for Vodafone Business 
09.2017 -present 
 
Responsible for the data and AI strategy definition and implementation. This implies full 
responsibility for the delivery of Big Data and AI projects that enable Vodafone Business to be a 
data driven organization and get the most value of our data for both, our enterprise customers 
and how we internally operate and make informed decisions. I lead projects related to the 
internal digital telco core strategy as well as how to build new digital products and enhance our 
existing offering with new features and services enabled by the massive amount of information 
we store, correctly processed and applying the most sophisticated AI techniques. 
 
Touchvie - Dive 
Founder and COO & CTO 
02.2015 – 08.2017 
 
Responsible for the development of Dive’s platform (technology, algorithms and processes) and 
all internal and B2B operations. Dive owns a platform with several assets that are underpinned 
by cutting-edge AI, Computer Vision and Deep Learning algorithms. 
I was also responsible for the USA go to market. I lived in NY for 15 months. 
During this stage, I managed a team of 30 data scientists, programmers and software 
developers. 
 
Accenture (North America) 
Senior Manager 
09.2009 – 02.2015 
Responsible for project effort estimation, project management, business development and 
relationship with the client. 
Projects where I participated: 

 National Bank of Canada (Montreal based): set up of a new customer intelligence 
strategy and tech/AI platform to optimize direct marketing campaigns and customer 
strategy. We developed a Customer Analytical Record (with more than 1,500 variables 
updated monthly), deployment of an AI framework to develop predictive models using 
ensemble models as a combination of soft predictors (Decision Trees using SAS), a target 
selection criteria and business rules for correct ROI measurement. 
We were a team of 5 consultants. 

 Prudential (NY based): Definition of the strategy, project approach and analytical 
framework to resolve the top 5 issues this insurance company had about customer 
strategy. From customer retention, to cross-selling new insurance and finance products 
to develop a unique customer value metric across all product teams. 
We were a team of 7 consultants. 

 Telefónica: development of an intelligent tool to optimize budget allocation for the global 
(more than 20 countries) quarterly purchase of mobile devices (phones and tablets) to 
minimize spend and maximize customer satisfaction. For this, we developed 
optimization algorithms using Simplex, Simulated Annealing and Colony Optimization. 
We were a team of 10 consultants. 

 Bank of America (NY based): AI based analysis to optimize the bank’s global fee refund 
strategy depending on customer value, the type of fee and the refund cost. We used 
Neural Networks (MLP) and boosting of decision trees (adaboost) to build attrition 
models and clustering techniques (Kmeans) to group customers by real and potential 
value. 
We were a team of 5 consultants. 
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 BestBuy (part time in Minneapolis): real time recommendation engine for bestbuy.com 
with the goal of boosting online sales (objective accomplished) using sophisticated AI 
algorithms like SVD (Mahout), AWS big data architecture and the incorporation of 
business rules in A/B testing experiments. 
We were a team of 20 consultants (5 specialized in AI and BD) 

 Vodafone: development of a new predictive modelling and customer marketing strategy 
framework (based on the ensemble modeling with soft predictors like decision trees) to 
drive all direct marketing campaigns maximizing ROI and key metrics.  
We were a team of 5-6 consultants. 

 

Education 
 

BS in Telecommunications Engineering (Universidad de Oviedo)  
From 2002-2009 I studied Telco Engineering in the University of Oviedo (north of Spain) and 
did my final thesis in Italy, in the University of Pisa about new technologies and materials 
applied in RFID. 
 
Master in Security for Information and Communication Technologies 
(Universidad Europea de Madrid)  
This is one of the most recognized Master in computer science, digital security and software. It 
provided me during 2010-2011 with a strong technical training for ICT digital security, tactical 
and strategic overview of enterprise security and also for research, development and innovation. 
 
Expert training in Applied Statistics Advanced Methods (UNED – Spain) 
This training during 2010 complemented my professional skills around statistics that I was 
learning at Neo Metrics. It was a positive experience to improve my theoretical skills around 
statistical methods like PC, CA, clustering, predictive modeling, temporal series, datamining… 
 

 

Personal References 
 

While working at Vodafone:  

 AI for Business: Eight AI tips for business leaders – The Raconteur 

 The business use and values of data analytics – TechRadar 

 Big Data: Ecosystems and Infrastructure - Silicon 

 Data analytics for good – the next frontier - Business Chief Middle East 

 Without scalability and automation, big data and AI are just buzzwords 

 Vodafone Business big data and AI: the story so far 

 Data is everyone’s job in 2019 

 https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/cloud/eiu127-oracle-briefing-paper.pdf 

 
While working at Touchvie/Dive:  

 Marketingdirecto.com: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6V44ZmxdEPk  

 TiE50 winners: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZggEUPDTRFc  

 TiE50 presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4jrqXjWdIc  

 South Summit presentation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEiJv-ZAIsw  

 European Union as H2020 winner: http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/128147_es.html  

 Betabeers: https://betabeers.com/blog/entrevista-a-david-gonzalez-touchvie-194/  
 
While working at Accenture: 

 eShow 2013: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FI4RuWUGKgs  
 

https://www.raconteur.net/technology/ai-tips-business-leaders
https://www.techradar.com/uk/news/the-business-use-and-values-of-data-analytics
https://www.silicon.co.uk/data-storage/bigdata/big-data-ecosystems-and-infrastructure-318045
https://middleeast.businesschief.com/magazine/issue?m=December&y=2019&new%20%20(page%2038-45)
https://www.vodafone.com/business/news-and-insights/blog/gigabit-thinking/without-scalability-and-automation-big-data-and-ai-are-just-buzzwords
https://www.vodafone.com/business/news-and-insights/blog/gigabit-thinking/vodafone-business-big-data-and-ai-the-story-so-far
https://www.vodafone.com/business/news-and-insights/blog/gigabit-thinking/data-is-everyones-job-in-2019
https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/cloud/eiu127-oracle-briefing-paper.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6V44ZmxdEPk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZggEUPDTRFc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4jrqXjWdIc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zEiJv-ZAIsw
http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/128147_es.html
https://betabeers.com/blog/entrevista-a-david-gonzalez-touchvie-194/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FI4RuWUGKgs

